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On March 9, 2017, the following individuals participated in a call regarding the status of
response actions for questions concerning Generic Letter 2015-01, “Treatment of Natural
Phenomena Hazards in Fuel Cycle Facilities”:
Kevin Ramsey, NRC
Jonathan Marcano, NRC
Brannen Adkins, NRC
Amaryl Morie, NFS
Nick Brown, NFS
Emily Senter, NFS
Bob Mauer, NFS
Sam Skiles, NFS
Blaine Rice, NFS
NFS reported that work on the RAI responses is ongoing. There is no new information at
this time.
As a follow-up to the discussion last week, NRC asked if NFS could support a site visit
during the first week of April. NFS responded that input from its contractor isn’t expected
until the end of March. It would still be evaluating the information during the first week of
April and not in a position to show us anything new. NFS believes we should wait until after
the RAI response is submitted on April 19.
NRC asked if NFS would like to schedule a call just before April 19 to discuss the
responses before they are put in the mail. NFS stated that it expects to completely revise
its previous response and replace the bounding scenarios with the new calculations and
analyses it is developing. They don’t believe a phone call would be helpful because they
won’t be able to convey the details over the phone.
NRC asked if any changes to the management meeting next week (during the RIC) were
needed. NFS said no. NFS managers will work directly with NRC managers if any
changes are needed.
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